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INSIDE THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF MATHEMATICS
The Inside Mathematics series takes you beyond schoolroom sums and dusty old textbooks to meet 
the greatest minds that figured it all out. Their stories show us what inspired and drove them to make 
their incredible discoveries. Along the way, you’ll encounter amazing, mind-blowing, and sometimes 
downright weird stories that bring mathematics to life in ways you never imagined.

Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking Math’s Amazing Power dives straight into the most divisive field of 
mathematics. The words algebra and calculus fill some with dread—what are all those symbols doing? 
Others marvel at the problem-solving power of these age-old techniques, which allowed Babylonians 
to build mighty ziggurats above the desert and astronomers to find the first asteroids. This book 
demystifies algebra by showing how its story played out over the centuries, and by illustrating how 
calculus made it possible for math to explain the most complex processes we can imagine,  
from a breaking ocean wave to the speed and course of a rocket.

DR. MIKE GOLDSMITH is a science 
writer and former head of the UK’s National 
Physical Laboratory, where he specialized 
in astronomy and the science of sound. 
In his many nonfiction books for children, 
Mike engages with a wide range of topics, 
including mathematics, space exploration, 
time travel, and the history of science.  
Mike received a PhD in astrophysics from 
Keele University in the UK. He lives in 
Twickenham, near southwest London. 

TOM JACKSON, series editor, is a science 
and technology writer based in the UK. Tom 
specializes in recasting these subjects into 
lively historical narratives by uncovering vivid 
stories that help to create new ways to enjoy 
the sciences. He studied at the University of 
Bristol and still lives in that city with his wife 
and three children.
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Inside MATHEMATICS

Can mathematics replace thinking?e

Mike Goldsmith
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x Think math is boring? 
Think again! Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking 
Math’s Amazing Power cracks open the history 
of numbers to explore the surprising, fascinating, 
and sometimes mind-boggling evolution of 
mathematics through the ages.

How do you make a decision with numbers? 
You have to use a kind of math called Boolean 
algebra—it’s a little strange because it only ever 
uses the two numbers 1 or 0, and 1+1 always 
equals 1. Despite this weirdness, this algebra 
is used to create the nanoscale circuits in every 
microchip. Do you want to know more? Written 
to engage, entertain, and enthuse readers young 
and old, Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking Math’s 
Amazing Power takes an entirely new approach 
to the wonderful world of mathematics. Along 
the way, readers will meet with geniuses, such 
as Diophantus and Isaac Newton, who figured 
out how to turn math problems into general 
techniques that work whatever the situation. 
Readers will not only learn how computer 
chips process their programs, but also how a 
smartphone knows where it is, what the link is 
between snowflakes, cannonballs, and wine 
barrels, and how Carl Gauss figured out how 
to add up all the numbers between 1 and 100 
in less than a minute—when he was just 10 
years old! Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking Math’s 
Amazing Power shows there is a lot more going 
on than just x + y = z.
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9In the Beginning

The author of this book, an 11-year-old Bri, on a family trip to Lulworth Cove, Dorset, 
in 1958, photographed by his Dad, Harold May. Around Brian’s neck is slung the 
Woolworths camera that was to capture his very first stereo pictures a year later. 
How ? It’s not a 3-D camera. Please read on. 

I n  t h e  B e g i n n i n g

This book contains a kind of  intermittent Queen history, 
on and off  stage, told in 3-D photographs. I just happened 
to carry a stereo camera of  some kind all  the way through 
Queen’s journey through the ’70s, ’80s, ’90s and – yes – up 
’til the present day. Apart f rom using some of the pictures to 
make stereo cards (we at the London Stereoscopic Company 
assembled them and began offering them for sale a couple 
of  years  ago), I  just  kept them tucked away in a drawer, 
as one does. Until  now. 

So 95 per cent of  the photos in this  book have never been 
s e en  in  mono  ( f la t , t w o-dimens iona l )  out  the r e , never 
mind in the  glor ious  depth you wil l  f ind them here  . An 
extravagant claim ? Well, check out the stereo pairs in the 
following pages using the patented OWL viewer included 
with this  book, and I hope you will  agree. 

Cartloads of  words and pictures have been published about 
our rock band over the years. But this  is  the f irst  account 
written by someone who was actually inside the maelstrom. 
I 've now been in there for close to half  a century. It ’s  been 
turbulent  to  say the  least , and of  course  there  have been 
moments of  wondering “was it all  worth it ?” But … well, 
turn the pages and judge for yourself  ….

231We Will Rock You

The Freddie statue over the entrance of The Dominion Theatre, which became a London landmark for over a decade.

For one night only the entire cast of WWRY appeared at the Queen’s Golden Jubilee concert,  
and I had a life-changing moment on the roof of Buckingham Palace.

Kerry Ellis brilliantly created the role of ‘Meat’, in the original London production of WWRY.  
Working on this show led Kerry and myself into a long-term recording and touring collaboration.  
This stereo was taken at the Andrew Whitton photo session for our new Golden Days album cover.

194 1982

The cover of the Hot Space album is fittingly sparse, with abstracted versions of 
our heads in four coloured squares. The drawings of our heads were based on this 
photo session, set up specifically for the purpose.

I rather like these images, all lit from the side, like half moons really. I did get into 
the habit, with all our photographers, of asking them to set me up with a sequential 
stereo pair that I could work on later. In this case I don’t think I was very clear, so 
it was actually quite hard to find pairs of images that worked as stereos after the 
event. Nevertheless I managed to come up with four pairs that worked reasonably 
well. I did a little bit of work on the shadows because, and this may be getting a bit 

60 1975

So here we were at Ridge Farm Studio (Surrey), making the album that was going to 
change everything. We were deeply in debt, and if that album had not done well we 
probably would have had to give up and “get a proper job”, as my Dad used to say.

R i d g e  F a r m  –  M a k i n g 

A  N i g h t  A t  T h e  O p e r a 

Freddie taking tea on the terrace at Ridge Farm.

1975

61Ridge Farm – Making A Night At The Opera

This is recreation time. We were visited by a couple of journalists and photographers 
from Music Life magazine. Our Japanese friends wanted to document the making 
of the album. So we took some time off to play with them. And here we are playing 
tennis. Me in my bell bottoms – not the most practical attire for this sport. None 
of us was really any great shakes at tennis, to be honest. We did it for the cameras. 
Freddie could smash anybody to bits on a table-tennis table. But the outdoor 
version ? Not interested really. Not ’til much later anyway.

Next (overleaf ) we see John relaxing on the grass. Those boots, the platform boots, 
were still a part of us all in those days. Freddie actually was an assistant in a boot 
stall in Kensington Market before Freddie and Roger had their own stall there. He 
worked for Alan Mair, selling boots. And these were exactly the kind of boots he 
sold, with huge heels, and platforms on the front. They were very popular in the 
day. I recently went to a show called Kinky Boots and it brought it all back. I had 
forgotten how horribly difficult it is to wear high heels. It really hurts your feet. So 
that’s John, in his bell bottoms and probably Alan Mair boots for all I know. 

Anyone for tennis?

Love – 15 ?

Queen in 3-D New Edition
Brian May

Originally published as a deluxe edition with slipcase, our 2017 best-
seller relaunches in 2018 as a regular-cased book at a lower price for 
the mass market. The story of rock and roll’s most iconic band is told in 
Brian May’s own words and through his personal photographs taken 
during nearly 5 decades on and off the road. A new compact 3-D viewer 
is included, cleverly tucked away in the inside back cover.

Many books have been written about Queen, but this is an intimate view from the 
inside by a founder band member; it’s also the first history of any rock group ever to 
be created in 3-D. Not only has Brian May written the book (no ‘ghost writer’ here), but 
the 3-D illustrations were all captured with Brian’s stereoscopic cameras, mostly by the 
man himself. From an early age Brian would travel with a stereo (3-D) camera in hand, 
so on Queen tours and during recordings he was able to capture rare behind-the-
scenes moments of one of the world’s greatest rock bands. 

This is an important book, not only capturing the very essence of one of the world’s 
all-time greatest bands, but also exploring the culture, politics, and atmosphere of 
the many territories where Queen performed. Brian has created a text that chronicles 
changes in the music industry alongside major changes in the history of the world.

u	3-D photos and text exclusively by Brian May

u	Featuring Queen on and off stage from the 1970s to the present day

u	More than 300 previously unseen stereo images

u	Brian May’s glimpses of life in the studio and on the road

u	Bonus sections including 21st century-Queen + Adam Lambert

u	New! Easy to use 3-D viewer is designed by Dr May. No PhD required

ISBN: 978-1-9996674-2-9

Format: Single volume edition with a newly 
designed 3-D viewer, invented by Brian May, 
embedded into the inside back cover.

Extent: 256pp

Size: 9.4 x 12.7

Illustrations: over 300 images 4-color and b/w

Subject: Music / Genres & Styles / Rock

Price: $45.00 US

Imprint: London Stereoscopic Company

ISBN: 978-0-9574246-8-5

Format: Boxed set including hardcover book and  
the iOWL 3-D viewer invented by Brian May

Extent: 256pp

Size: 9.4 x 12.7

Illustrations: over 300 images 4-color and b/w

Price:  $75.00 US

Imprint: London Stereoscopic Company

“The whole process of writing this new kind of 
book was almost subconscious. As I looked at 
the 3-D photos, memories were triggered and 
the stories poured out. It’s the 3-D element that 
makes it so evocative. I believe each image will 
draw readers in deeper, like me, inviting them 
to immerse themselves in a scene, to share a 
previously unseen Queen moment. “

Brian May

“The closest thing to an autobiography May has written.”
             The Bookseller

THE LONDON STEREOSCOPIC COMPANY PRESENTS Brian May, founder member, songwriter, and guitarist 
with the rock band Queen, and co-creator of the 
internationally successful rock theatrical, We Will Rock You, 
is also a Doctor of Astrophysics, a leading campaigner for 
animal rights, and a lifelong 3-D photography enthusiast. 
Most recently, he has become a successful publisher, 
dedicated to sharing his vast collection of Victorian 
stereo photographs with the world through the books 
released by the London Stereoscopic Company (a fond 
recreation of the highly successful company of the same 
name founded in 1854).

Queen in 3-D 
Deluxe Edition
Brian May

This slipcased edition includes a 256-page 
book and the full size OWL 3-D viewer 
invented by Brian May.

There’s a continuing discussion we have in putting together the next Queen show, 
and now the next Queen + Adam Lambert show, and in performing it every night. 
We’re continually asking ourselves the questions – “Why are we here ?”, “What 
are we doing ?”, “What’s important for us ?”, “What’s important for our audience ?” 
Physically it takes a lot out of us because we are not young any more. I can still 
run around and climb up steps and throw myself around the stage but it takes a 
lot more out of me in energy terms, and these days I don’t get up in the morning 
and tour the city we’re in, unless it’s a complete day off. I need to rest and to eat 

The 2018 new movie
Bohemian Rhapsody  

To be released on November 2, 
2018, the film stars Rami Malek as 
Freddie Mercury and also features 
Ben Hardy as drummer Roger 
Taylor, Gwilym Lee as guitarist Brian 
May, and Joseph Mazzello as bassist 
John Deacon.

Read more at http://www.
queenonline.com/news/exclusive-
freddie-and-brian-image-and-
movie-update

H Updated with unseen new photographs H
in a year which sees Queen touring the world and the 

opening of the Queen biopic Bohemian Rhapsody 
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Psychology
An Illustrated History of the Mind
Edited by Tom Jackson

Here is the essential guide to psychology, an authoritative reference 
book and timeline that examines how we learned to understand the 
mysteries of the human mind. 

Psychology is a young science. While great thinkers have pondered the nature of 
thought itself for centuries, the idea of using scientific experiments to examine 
the way we think, make decisions, and behave was only arrived at in the mid-19th 
century. However, the impact of psychology has been far reaching. Thanks to the 
work of Sigmund Freud, William James, Abraham Maslow, and many others, we now 
consider the psychological impact of events, along with their economic, political, 
and legal aspects. Nevertheless, psychology studies a very difficult subject—the 
human mind—and finding ways of measuring our thoughts is not easy. New 
techniques, such the functional MRI scanner and improved understanding of brain 
function, may help to unlock the secrets of what makes us who we are. What do 
you think?

u	Contains 100 chronological articles that tell the story of psychology from early 
human societies to the present day. 

u	Authoritative text, exciting imagery, and helpful diagrams accompany each of 
the steps along the way.

u	Biographies of great psychologists.

u	The Imponderables looks at what questions psychology still needs to answer.

u	Ponderables: Psychology also includes a 24-page, removable fold-out concertina 

neatly housed at the back of the book. This contains a 12-page Timeline 

History of Psychology as well as 12 pages of diagnostic charts and non-verbal 

reasoning tests. 

ISBN: 978-1-62795-120-3

Format: Hardcover w/ 12-page removable 
fold-out timeline

Extent: 168pp

Size: 9.25 x 11.2

Illustrations: 300+ color and b/w

Subject: Psychology / History

Price: $24.95 US / $29.95 CAN
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Cerebral Dominance
by the 1880s, sPecific functions had been linked to sPecific locations 
in the brain. this revelation Was a cause for concern for some. If 
di� erent regions had di� erent jobs, which bit was in charge? Was it the 
moral, thinking, human brain, or the animal lurking within?

The left and right sides 

of the brain are not the 

same: the left is said to 

be more concerned with 

words and logic, while the 

right is devoted to spacial 

awareness, emotion, 

and aesthetics.

Robert Louis Stevenson’s 

book tells the story of Dr. 

Jekyll, a respectable man of 

medicine, who formulates 

a potion that allows him to 

become Mr. Hyde, a hideous 

monster of a man. Mr Hyde 

is not held back by the 

same morality as Dr. Jekyll, 

and through him Jekyll is 

able to indulge his animal 

urges—that is unless he is 

found out ...

Analytical thought

Detail-oriented perception

Ordered sequencing

Rational thought

Verbal

Cautious Planning

Math/Science

Logic

Right � eld vision

Right side motor skills

Taking sides
In 1861, Frenchman Paul Broca had 

discovered the speech center on the left 

side of the brain. This not only proved 

that brain function was localized, it also 

showed that the left and right sides of the 

brain were not the same. Broca himself 

initially resisted the idea, but analysis of 

stroke and other brain-injured patients 

suffering from aphasia, the loss of speech, 

showed that the damage was always on 

the left hemisphere. 

In 1874, the German Carl Wernicke 

found another region of the brain 

associated with a form of aphasia. 

Wernicke’s area is also on the left 

hemisphere, but on the temporal lobe. 

Damage to Broca’s area makes it dif� cult 

to speak in a � uent intelligible way; 

damage to Wernicke’s area does not 

hinder speech, but he speech just does not 

make any sense. Broca suggested that the 

hemispheres were linked to handedness, 

saying that most people are right handed, 

but a left-handed person had speech 

areas on their right hemisphere. (About 

a � fth of lefties have this feature.) Broca 

introduced the idea that one side of the 

brain was dominant over the other. His 

suggestion was that the left hemisphere 

grew faster than the right, and took over 

in the womb. Broca believed that the 

most intelligent brains showed the most 

asymmetry. (This elaborate concept of 

cerebral dominance has been discredited.) 

Word and feelings
Around the same time, the English researcher John Hughlings Jackson showed that 

damage to the right hemisphere caused problems with spatial awareness, in stark 

contrast to similar lesions over on the left. He also discovered that victims of aphasia 

were still able to say platitudes and swear words, which indicated that these were 

emotional vocalizations emanating from the right brain. It was becoming increasingly 

clear that the brain’s functions were highly localized. But to understand the workings 

of the brain, it is not essential to follow the idea that one side rules the other.    

Intuitive thought

Holistic perception

Random sequencing

Emotional thought

Non-verbal

Adventurous

Impulse

Creative writing/art

Imagination

Left � eld vision

Left side motor skills

Brain lateralization

Left                                                                   Right

In 1886, Robert Louis Stevenson, the already famed author of Treasure Island, published 

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. This is the story of one person who took on 

two identities: one a moral, sociable man; the other a murderous ruf� an. The book 

was perfectly timed in that it personi� ed a growing unease that the human personality 

was under the control of competing regions of the brain. If the self-controlling, moral 

faculties of our brain were disabled, would we all become wild animals? That 

concern in the public imagination was the result of a long story that had been 

developing in neuroscience over the structure and function of the brain.  

Since antiquity it had been assumed that the brain’s two cerebral 

hemispheres were identical mirror images of each other. By the 1800s 

people were suggesting that mental illness was a loss of unity between 

the two halves. Injuries to one side of the brain were seen as throwing 

the two hemispheres out of balance. A French scientist, Marie-François-

Xavier Bichat, even suggested that the way to solve these problems was 

to hit the healthy side of the head to balance things out a bit! The well-

publicized story of Phineas Gage, and his apparent (and oft exaggerated) 

descent from mild-mannered man to raging brute, fueled the idea that a 

primitive, animal brain lurked within everyone, and had to be kept under 

control by the higher, human parts. 

CRIMINAL MINDS

Nineteenth-century neuroscientists studied the heads of criminals to � gure 
out if their immorality was due to an overly large right side of the brain. If 
the ideal human had a brain ruled by his or her left side, did that mean less 
than ideal people had brains that worked the other way around? Would 
that mean murderers and thieves were slaves to their inferior, uncivilized, 
impulsive right brains? This led to attempts to educate and “civilize” the 
right brain, focusing on language skills and physical exercises involving 
only the left hand. 
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False Memories Hard Problems of 
Consciousnesselizabeth loftus, an cognitive Psychologist interested in long-term 

memory, discovered that What We remember, depends on how we 
recall the event. She became involved in checking courtroom testimony, 
and had a startling—and controversial—revelation. We can form false 
memories and truly believe things that never actually happened. 

the study of consciousness is the study of What makes us human. 
hoWever, there are some aspects of our awareness that is so personal 
that they are seemingly impossible to investigate scientifically.

A false memory feels 

completely real and is 

sincerely believed—but 

it arrived in the memory 

through suggestions from 

other people long after  

the event.

If we could climb into 

someone else’s mind, we 

might find their qualia  

for green is actually our 

purple one.

Loftus began her career in memory 

studies in the early 1970s. She was 

interested to know if the contents of 

memory were altered by the way it 

was recalled. In one famous study she 

had test subjects watch a movie of a 

car accident. She then asked them 

questions about what they had seen. 

One question was to estimate the 

cars’ speeds. She posed that question 

in different ways, such as using the 

word  “bumped” or “smashed” to 

describe the collision. People asked 

about bumping cars gave lower speed 

estimates than those thinking about 

smashing cars. The witnesses want to 

please the interviewer and so respond 

to the inherent emotion in their 

questions. Loftus became an expert 

witness asked to gauge the veracity 

of testimonies. In so doing, she came 

across a more startling discovery.

Received memory
Loftus became suspicious of witness accounts used in serious criminal trials that 

recalled events in the distant past. Many of them were “recovered” using hypnosis 

or another therapeutic system. Loftus did not trust them. In 1995 she replicated the 

scenario with her “Lost in the mall” study. Adult test subjects were told four stories 

from their childhoods, with details supplied by parents and carers. However, only 

three were true. The same fourth story, about being lost in a shopping mall, was told 

to all subjects. It was made up, but nearly 80 percent of the participants chose that as 

their lasting memory from the four options. Loftus’s “false memory syndrome” caused 

a period of panic in legal circles as serious cases were reviewed, and now witness 

testimony is collected and analyzed in a much more circumspect way.

The hard questions of consciousness were posed by the Australian philosopher David 

Chalmers in 1996. He used the idea of a philosophical zombie to get his point across. 

Chalmer’s zombie had a body but no conscious mind. When you interacted with this 

individual it behaved just like anyone else. If you bumped into each other, knocking 

heads perhaps, both you and the zombie would rub your heads, say “Ow!” You feel 

your pain and assume that the other person feels the same kind of thing. However, 

you have no evidence of that. In fact the zombie has no mental process. This thought 

experiment question whether we can ever verify that the internal sensations that  

make up our consciousness are the same as those experienced by others. These  

private qualities—such as color, smell, and the 

sensation of pain—are termed qualia. 

We all agree that leaves are 

green blue but that does 

not mean the qualia 

for green is always 

the same. And a 

zombie has  

no qualia  

at all.

REFLEXIVE 
MONISM

Plato, Descartes 
and other ancient 
thinkers contended 
that a human 
was made of two 
materials—body 
and soul. This idea 
is dualism. Monism, 
by contrast, says 
that everything 
is made of one 
material. In 2009 
this idea was 
updated by Max 
Velmans into 
a modern idea 
called reflexive 
monism. This says 
that if physical 
objects take a 
particular form 
then consciousness 
emerges. It is an 
experience of the 
body that reflects 
physical events but 
cannot be reduced 
to a physical 
process.

24
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The James–Lange 
Theory of Emotion
in the mid-1880s, tWo Psychologists Working 
indePendently both came uP With a neW Way of 
understanding emotion. Their interests lay in what came 
� rst—the physical or mental response?

Aargh! A spooky fi gure is 

coming to get you! How do 

you feel, and how did you 

end up feeling like that?

Carl Lange was a leading 

fi gure in neurology and 

the function of the spinal 

cord. After switching to 

psychology in later life, one 

of his other theories was 

that depression was caused 

by an excess in the blood 

of uric acid, a byproduct of 

the metabolism of proteins. 

This idea has since been 

fully debunked.

Walter Cannon was a fi erce 

critic of the James–Lange 

theory of emotion. He 

wondered why a faster 

heartbeat caused by a fever 

did not automatically make 

people feel scared.

Physical reaction

cognition

emotion

Opposing views  
This view became known as the James–Lange theory of emotion, although the theory’s 

two namesakes did not have perfectly aligned opinions on the subject. James, who 

was working a few years ahead of Lange, suggested that emotion was an emergent 

phenomena from the physical changes and had no distinct function. Lange thought the 

emotion felt was a signal to the consciousness that body was undergoing change.

Not everyone agreed. Some critics pointed out that the theory meant people who 

were paralyzed would never feel the emotions they created. By the 1920s, the role of 

hormones in physical arousal—adrenalin in the case of � ght or � ight—was becoming 

understood. Test subjects injected with adrenalin rarely felt scared. Another duo of 

researchers, Walter Cannon and Philip Bard, presented a new theory that said the 

emotional and physical responses were stimulated independently by the same stimulus. 

Another problem with the theory was that it was very unclear what physical 

changes were related to which emotion—in many cases the symptoms of fear and joy 

shared several similarities. In the 1960s, two more researchers, Stanley Schachter 

and Jerome E. Singer (it appears emotion research is always a doubles event), 

presented their two-factor theory (see box above). This says emotion arises from 

both a physical arousal and a cognitive process that selects a 

correct emotional response.

As psychologists, the American William James and Carl Lange of 

Denmark studied the mind, motivations, and behaviors by breaking 

down mental processes into their simplest components. When it 

came to understanding emotions, they imagined the following kind 

of scenario: a large, angry bull is running towards you. What happens 

next? Your muscles tense up, your heart starts to race, the blood drains 

from the face, your stomach sinks. You are ready to run—fast. You will 

also be aware of an emotion: a fear, which you will associate with all 

those physical changes, plus there will be a mental tightening of your 

awareness. You have one thought—to get away from the bull. 

Not common sense
James and Lange were interested in understanding which 

component was the dominant factor controlling this overall 

“� ight or � ght” response. Neither of them were convinced that 

the physical arousal of the body was the result of the mental 

perception of the bull. This was the “common sense” approach 

originally crystallized by Avicenna’s functional model of the 

brain in the 11th century—and which had been the pervading 

view ever since. This orders the response by saying the common 

sense perception of the bull creates a feeling of anxiety, which 

them commands the body to respond in an appropriate way. 

James and Lange ordered the process differently, although 

they had no way of proving it. They thought that the sensory 

apparatus of the brain sent commands to the body, preparing 

it for action, and those changes fed back into 

the conscious mind, creating a feeling 

that becomes associated with fear. That 

meant the emotional response was a 

secondary effect. The body did what 

was required, and the mind just 

played along. 

TWO-FACTOR THEORY OF EMOTION

Set out by Americans Stanley Schachter and Jerome E. Singer in 1962, this theory 
of emotion says that emotion is not entirely tied to a set of physiological changes 
in the body. When such changes occur, a person seeks an explanation for them. If 
they � nd one that makes sense, there is no emotional response. However, if they 
cannot � nd one, then they will feel an emotion that � ts the situation at hand. 
These two factors produce the emotion together, and one cannot do it without 
the other. A modi� cation of the James-Lange theory, this idea helps to explain 
why some people may have misplaced emotional responses from time to time.

PROMOTIONAL PLANS
u Reviews and features 

in science magazines, 
websites, and blogs

u Book reviews in print and 
online

u Features in holiday round-
up gift guides
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francis galton had attemPted to find a Physical signal of 
intelligence—and failed. A French researcher, Alfred Binet, 
devised a test for measuring intelligence that attempted to 
remove the in� uence of education. This test measured what is 
known today as IQ.

Psychology draWs an invisible boundary betWeen humans and animals. 
only We humans have the ability of abstract reasoning—or so we 
think. In 1917, Wolfgang Köhler thought di� erently, at least when it came 
to our nearest relative, the chimpanzee.

Chimps apply their 

knowledge and experience 

to fi gure out a solution to 

a problem. Does that 

sound familiar?

IQ tests are not like they 

used to be. This one is from 

a 1908 test devised by Binet 

and Simon. The child who 

was being tested was asked, 

“Which of these two faces is 

the prettier?”

The Cattel-Horn-Carroll 

theory of cognitive abilities 

splits general intelligence 

(G) into has four main 

powers: Psychomotor 

function, sensory 

perception, attention and 

knowledge of various kinds, 

general and specialist. 

(Experts subdivide 

many of them with a G 

abbreviation.) Everyone 

has these powers to a lesser 

or greater degree and can 

accesses them powers at 

different rates. IQ is a test 

of the speed of accessing 

knowledge.

began a project measuring the skulls of clever students at the 

Sorbonne University. For 10 years he was confounded by the 

results: the brightest students did not have bigger heads than 

anyone else—going against mainstream understanding at the 

time. Binet wanted a means of quantifying intelligence, and 

so devised a test for children to show which were likely to do 

well in class and which would not. The tests presented practical, 

everyday problems such as calculating change or identifying 

shapes. Reading and writing skills were deliberately left out. 

Along with Théodore Simon, Binet developed more tests for 

teenagers and adults. Successive questions were designed to 

get harder, with each one deemed to be solvable by half of all 

people of a certain age. Therefore, the point in the tests where 

people began to get answers wrong indicated their “mental age,” 

which could be actually higher or lower than their physical age. 

In 1916, Charles Spearman devised an English language test for 

Stanford University. He reorganized the scoring system to give a 

person of average intelligence (when their mental age matched 

their physical one) a score of 100. This system, known as the 

Stanford–Binet Scale, dominates the world of IQ tests today. 

The intelligence quotient, or IQ, is the most accurate measurement in 

psychology. Compared to natural sciences, the � eld has great dif� culty 

in measuring mental processes accurately, and without accuracy it is 

dif� cult to compare, contrast, correlate, and say anything de� nitive 

about what you have discovered. However, IQ is the outlier, here. For 

example, people with high IQs tend to have higher incomes and status 

(and better physical and mental health) than people with lower IQs. 

(The devil is in the detail, though. There are plenty of people with high IQs who do not 

do so well for other reasons, and people with high IQs need not always be “clever” in 

the general sense, and they are unlikely to be “wiser” than the rest of us.)

What to measure?
The correlation of intelligence and high status seems intuitive, and, indeed, in the 

early days of psychology in the 1890s, achievement was regarded as a measure of 

intelligence, pure and simple. At that time, an obviously intelligent brain researcher at 

Paris’s Salpêtrière Hospital, the world’s leading neuroscience center, was suffering from 

a certain lack of achievement. His name was Alfred Binet. Most of his experimental 

programs were hopelessly � awed and he seemed to be out of his depth. Binet then 

In 1913, Köhler had a stroke of luck. He was made the head of the anthropoid unit of 

the Prussian Academy of Science. That meant moving to Tenerife, a tropical isle in the 

Atlantic, whereupon he promptly became stranded and missed the whole of World War 

I! He made good use of his time observing the chimpanzees in his care, and setting them 

puzzles to solve. After years of observation, Köhler concluded that the chimps were not 

learning purely by trial and error, as set out 

by Thorndike’s Law of Effect. Instead, Köhler 

felt sure that the chimps were pondering the 

problem—mostly how to reach food stashed 

in dif� cult to reach places—by running a set of 

scenarios through their minds. They used this 

to select a plan that had a chance of success, 

and in the end solved the puzzle faster.

MENSA

People who 
score in the top 
two percent of 
IQs are invited 
to join Mensa, 
an international 
club for clever 
people. There are 
121,000 members 
worldwide, so it 
does not take a 
very high IQ to 
� gure out that 
most people 
eligible haven’t 
joined. Younger 
members of 
Mensa are cleverer 
than older ones. 
That is because 
we are all getting 
cleverer, it seems. 
IQ tests have to 
be frequently 
updated to 
maintain the 
average score 
at 100.

TAKE THE TEST

The IQ test is designed so that results fall into a 
normal distribution, or bell curve. Most people 
will get a score of 100. Higher scores suggest 
higher intelligence, lower scores the opposite. 
Only a very few people achieve scores at the far 
ends of scale. Just as with Binet’s early versions, 
questions rely on non-verbal reasoning, as 
shown in the questions below:
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Mirror Neurons

Social Harmony

Ambiguity Aversion
neurons, or nerve cells, are Working aWay 
in the background of every thought and 
deeds. A mirror neuron might creates a link 
between your mind and mine.

William glasser’s maverick aPProach to treating mental illness 
is called choice theory. Glasser thought that all mental states and 
emotions, healthy and unhealthy, were on a continuum. Good mental 
health was a matter of choosing to live in the right ways.

are you a risk taker or are you a cautious Person? either Way you 
are Probably missing a feW easy oPPortunities due to Psychology. in 
2001, researchers discovered that humans have difficulty understanding 
uncertainty, and this aversion to ambiguity cause a range problems and 
bad decision-making.

If you get a point from 

black cards and lose them 

with red cards, which set do 

you want to play with, the 

one you can see or the one 

with faces hidden?

Sports fans feel elated at the 

success of their team thanks 

to mirror neurons.

Glasser argues that much 

of our unhappiness 

arises from bad personal 

relationships not a chemical 

imbalance in the brain.

A mirror neuron is a nerve cell that fires when 

you perform a certain behavior. So far so normal. 

However, the same neuron will also fire when you 

observe someone else doing that behavior. So in 

a small way an observer can feel the same thing 

as the observed. Since their discovery in 1997, 

there has been much debate about the purpose of 

mirror neurons. Cognitive psychologists argue that 

they are used to develop a theory of mind, where we learn to understand 

that the content of our mind is distinct from the minds of others. Mirror 

neurons are also likely to be involved in our feelings of empathy. It is not 

just humans who have mirror neurons, of course, and less cognitive animals 

might be using them to assess the behavior of other animals.

Glasser was a psychiatrist who did not agree with the way psychiatry treated mental 

disorders. He refused to administer drugs because, in keeping with the teaching of R.D. 

Laing, the founder of antipsychiatry, mental illness is disease of behavior not 

of the physical body. Glasser focused instead on cognitive therapies and 

developed what became choice theory over more than thirty years. 

The theory says we all act to reduce suffering boost pleasure, and 

we achieve that by managing our needs for survival, power, 

freedom, fun, and love. Anything that we do that results in one 

or more of these needs is pleasurable. Almost all of our behavior 

is voluntary so if we choose to behave well we will be happy.

Risk aversion and ambiguity aversion are not the same thing. Risk averse people will 

avoid situations where the chance of success are known to be low—and they judge the 

rewards are not great enough. Ambiguity aversion is when people prefer to take on 

known risks rather than unknown risks, even when the known risks could be bigger 

than the unknown ones.

Urn earner
The so-called Ellsberg paradox gives a good example of the phenomenon. You have 

two urns filled with balls. Urn A contains 50 white balls and 50 black balls, while urn 

B contains a total of 100 balls, but you do not know how many are white and how 

many are black. You then bet $10 and guess the color of a ball pulled from an urn. If 

you are correct you win £20, but if you are wrong, you win nothing. You choose black, 

but which urn do you want to play with? Urn A gives you a fifty-fifty chance, while 

urn B could be all black balls for all you know so is a certain win. Most of use will 

simply take urn A. It is not a great bet, but we feel happier dealing with known risks, 

but are unwilling to enter into a situation that we know so little about—despite the 

odds potentially being in our favor. There is an old proverb that sums up this way of 

thinking very well: “The better the devil you know than the one you don’t”

Psychology’s editor, Tom Jackson, is a 
science writer based in the United Kingdom. 
He specializes in recasting science and 
technology into lively historical narratives. 
After almost 20 years of writing, Tom has 
uncovered a wealth of stories that help create 
new ways to enjoy learning about science.

“These are exactly the 
kind of engaging books 
I loved to have in my 
classroom...” 
Teachersforever.com
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Since time 
immemorial, 
people have 
looked out 
into the 
night sky 

and brought back knowledge 
of how the universe works.

Gradually, astronomers have 
learned how it all began—in a 
Big Bang—and are now faced 
with a variety of possible 
endings for space as we know 
it. The history of astronomy 
is as long as civilization itself. 
This essential reference 
guide traces how, over many 
centuries, great minds have 
figured out where we and our 
planet fit in the great expanse 
of the universe.

ISBN: 978-0-9853230-5-9

Here is the 
essential 
guide to 
the human 
brain, an 
authoritative 

reference book and timeline 
that examines the three 
pounds of matter inside 
our heads that do all our 
thinking for us. With 100 
billion nerve cells joined by 
thousands more to every 
corner of the body, the brain 
is wired together with 100 
trillion connections. That 
makes each and every human 
brain a contender for the 
most complex system in the 
universe, endowing us with 
an intellect that far outstrips 
any other creature. However, 
one difficult question remains: 
are we intelligent enough to 
understand our own brains?

Follow the journey as 
history’s greatest brains, 
including Avicenna, Thomas 
Willis, Charles Darwin, and 
Paul Broca, try to figure it 
out by linking structure to 
function. 

ISBN: 978-0-9853230-8-0

Physics
An Illustrated History 
of the Foundations of 
Science
Tom Jackson

Without 
physics, 
everything 
else—from 
astronomy 
to zoology—

would be a meaningless 
conjecture. 

Examine the foundation 
upon which all scientific 
knowledge rests and follow 
physics through the ages 
as great scientists, such as 
Thales, Galileo, Feynman, 
and many others gradually 
unpick the fabric of the 
universe to reveal an array of 
fundamental forces, intangible 
particles, and indestructible 
energy. Today, physics 
discoveries make headline 
news as we confirm the fresh 
mysteries of the Higgs boson, 
supersymmetry, and more.

ISBN: 978-1-62795-096-1

Philosophy
An Illustrated History  
of Thought
Tom Jackson

Both art 
and science 
attempt 
answers 
to the big 
questions: 

What is truth? How to be 
good? Where did we come 
from? But philosophy is the 
interpreter we use to verify it 
all. We need it to make sense 
of the simplest math and 
the most esoteric poetry. It 
even has created a science of 
information itself.

In this compilation of 
human knowledge, we begin 
our journey at the boundary 
of myth and reason and along 
the way visit the thoughts of 
the most high-flying of 
minds—Socrates, Descartes, 
Kant, and others—who could 
see that nothing, not ever-
changing words, limitless 
numbers, or mystical visions, 
was beyond examination. Far 
from being the work of dead 
geniuses, philosophy remains 
at the heart of our battle to 
make sense of the quantum 
universe.

ISBN: 978-0-9853230-7-3

The Universe
An Illustrated History 
of Astronomy
Tom Jackson

The Brain
An Illustrated History 
of Neuroscience
Tom Jackson

Mathematics 
An Illustrated History 
of Numbers
Editor: Tom Jackson

Explore 
the work 
of history’s 
greatest 
math-
ematicians 

including the teasing genius 
of Pierre de Fermat, who 
said he knew the answers 
but rarely gave them up; the 
helpful guidance of Fibonacci, 
whose 13th-century 
compendium for bookkeepers 
proved to be a valuable tool 
for the most high-minded 
mathematicians; and the 
fractal pattern discovered by 
Wacław Sierpinski now used 
to plan the route a mailman 
takes.

With a glimpse of the 
abstract landscapes of 
infinite numbers and multi-
dimensional shapes that 
these incredible minds 
explore, we can begin to get 
beyond school-day sums and 
understand the true power of 
mathematics.

ISBN: 978-1-62795-095-4

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALL PONDERABLES 

Format: Hardcover w/ 24-page,

removable fold-out concertina 

Extent: 144pp

Size: 9.25 x 11.2

Illustrations: 300+ color and b/w

Price: $24.95 US / $29.95 CAN

The Periodic 
Table, set out 
by Dmitri 
Mendeleev 
in 1869, is 
the result 

of centuries of accumulated 
knowledge. It is a powerful 
yet elegant tool that opens a 
window onto the very stuff 
of nature—stars, rocks, life, 
and more—showing us the 
way to make ever smarter 
technologies.

One hundred ponderables, 
the puzzles solved and 
inspirations reached, tell the 
story of how the Periodic 
Table came to be. The journey 
begins just as the first cities 
are forming and follows 
the contributions made by 
philosophers, alchemists, 
industrialists, and great 
scientists. It ends with the 
synthesis of superheavy 
elements never before 
seen on Earth—and an 
understanding of how the 
universe really works.

ISBN: 978-1-62795-094-7

The Elements
An Illustrated History 
of the PeriodicTable
Tom Jackson

Engineering
An Illustrated History 
from Ancient Craft to 
Modern Technology
Edited by Tom Jackson

Here is the 
essential 
guide to 
engineering, 
an 
authoritative 

reference book and timeline 
about how technology has 
given shape to our civilization. 
Engineering predates 
humanity: the human 
ancestor Homo habilis was 
knapping hand axes from 
fist-sized flints more than a 
thousand centuries before 
the dawn of modern humans. 
Admittedly the development 
of technology was slow back 
then—but we’ve made up for 
lost time since.

In 100 ponderables, 
we see how our inventors 
have seized every scientific 
breakthrough, new material, 
and better understanding to 
improve daily life and expand 
the scope of civilization. 
From reshaping rivers and 
containing the forces of 
nature to constructing 
artificial lifeforms and perhaps 
one day even taming alien 
planets, engineers think big. 
These men and women of 
action make our world.

ISBN: 978-0-9853230-9-7
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The Big Bang Theory includes a difficulT idea: in The firsT flash of 
exisTence, The laws of physics—so immuTaBle now—were differenT. In 
2014, a telescope at the South Pole offered some evidence for this idea.

Cosmic Inflation

The Big Bang theory is all about the Universe getting bigger. But to make that idea 

fit with the size of the Universe we see today, the infant Universe would have had to 

break the rules. In 1980, American Alan Guth proposed cosmic inflation, a system that 

allowed the Universe to expand from an infinitesimal dot to the size of a grapefruit—

big enough to grow over the next 14 billion years to its current size. 

Inflation requires the Universe to expand faster than the speed of light and to have 

a kind of reverse gravity, where mass repels itself—although it only has to do it for 

just a trillionth of a trillionth of a trillionth 

of a second. Inflation like this would have 

left ripples in the Universe’s gravitational 

field. In 2014, BICEP2, a telescope trained 

at a small patch of sky from the dry cold 

of the South Pole, claimed to have found 

evidence of these ripples. The findings were 

heralded worldwide as a confirmation of 

cosmic inflation. However, a year later, the 

claims were withdrawn. It appeared dust in 

the Milky Way had created the ripples. The 

search for evidence continues. 

The BICEP2 instrument 

spent two years collecting  

radio waves coming from a 

patch of the southern sky. 

It was located at the South 

Pole because the conditions 

are very clear and dry—all 

the water is frozen solid.

An artist's impression 

of the gravity waves 

emanating from two black 

holes observed by LIGO, 

as they orbited each other 

and eventually collided on 

September 14, 2015.

in 2016, The laser inTerferomeTer graviTaTional-wave oBservaTory, 
or LIGO, was able to observe the Universe in a new way. Not by light or 
another form of radiation, but using waves in space made by gravity.

Gravity Waves

Until 1935, the only way to see the Universe was from the light it sent to us. Then Karl 

Jansky, an American telephone engineer, showed that we could observe it with radio 

waves—and, indeed, any kind of radiation. In 2016, observations of objects were made 

using gravitational waves, opening a new avenue for investigating the Universe.

Einstein's theory of relativity predicted that the forces of gravity acting between 

masses would create waves in space and time. Sound travels as a wave that stretches 

and contracts a medium (air or water, probably). Light travels as a wave of vibrations 

in electromagnetic fields. There is another way to say this: Noises are disturbances in a 

medium, and light is a disturbance in the electromagnetic fields that fill the Universe. 

A gravitational field also fills the Universe, and as massive objects move, they create 

disturbances in this field. Relativity predicts that they do this by warping the shape of 

space-time itself, which ripple out into space at the speed of light.

Every object creates these warps, but they are very tiny. LIGO looked instead for large 

gravity waves coming from two black holes orbiting each other. LIGO was designed to 

observe these gravitational waves by measuring the expansion and contraction of space-

time. It did this by firing lasers at each other. If space stayed unchanged, the lasers would 

interfere and cancel each other out. If a gravity wave rolled through, one laser would 

travel an ever so slightly different distance, and that would appear as a change in the way 

it interfered with the other laser. To cancel out the effects of Earth's rumbling seismic 

shifts that wobbled LIGO's instruments, two observatories were set up: One in Louisiana 

and one in Washington state. Gravity waves would be the same in both locations but the 

seismic activity would be different, meaning its effects could be filtered out. In 2016, after 

14 years of research, LIGO announced it had successfully observed the gravity waves 

from the black holes. What next? eLISA, a space telescope for observing the gravity of 

the Universe, is planned for deployment in the 2030s.

“ Aimed at reaching 
a middle to high 
school audience and 
the interested lay 
person.” 
Library Journal
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100 DISCOVERIES THAT CHANGED HISTORY 
The thoughts and deeds of great thinkers always make great stories, and here we have one hundred all together. 
Each story relates a ponderable, a weighty problem that became a discovery that changed the world.

Knowledge does not arrive fully formed, it requires many minds to puzzle over the evidence, and, step by step, 
edge ever closer to an answer. This book tracks the history of biology, where scientists have wondered at the great 
diversity of living things on Earth and set out to understand the most complex process in the Universe—life itself.  

The story of biology is closely entwined with the history we share with wildlife, domesticated species—and even 
mythical creatures. Once it was thought that the dolphin was a fi sh, that unicorns were real, and that simple 
animals formed from mud, but the work of biologists like Carl Linnaeus, Gregor Mendel, and Louis Pasteur  
transformed our understanding of life. Biology has shown that a DNA chemical in every cell contains the  
instructions to build a human body, and all life, from bacteria to blue whales, uses the same system. Biologists 
today explore everything from how life developed and is maintained, to robot design, artifi cial intelligence, and  
the exploration of space.
                                                                              A 12-page removable timeline embeds the story      
                                   in historical context 
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Biology
An Illustrated History 
of Life Science
Edited by Tom Jackson

Here is the 
essential 
guide to 
biology, an 
authoritative 
reference 

book and timeline that 
examines how we have 
uncovered the secrets of 
life—the most complex 
process in the Universe. From 
the workings of molecules 
to the way entire oceans 
or continents of lifeforms 
interact, biology seeks to 
understand how it is that 
something can be alive, 
how it fends off death, and 
how it leaves more life in its 
wake. We follow the journey 
through the history of life 
science to find out why the 
dolphin got its name (it is the 
“womb fish”), how a seven-
foot strand of DNA is able to 
build your body, and why one 
pioneering scientist spent 30 
years measuring his bodily 
waste. The great names, such 
as Darwin and Linnaeus, 
are joined by lesser known 
discoverers, such as Karl von 
Frisch who discovered that 
bees dance and Jan Baptist 
van Helmont who found that 
plants use air and water to 
grow. Biology today is still very 
much a live science, finding 
a purpose in robot design 
and helping us to understand 
non-living complex systems 
like the Internet. 

ISBN: 978-1-62795-093-0
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What Makes You Happy?
Marie-Agnès Gaudrat and Carme Solé Vendrell

Written by Marie-Agnès Gaudrat and beautifully illustrated by the painter 
Carme Solé Vendrell, “What Makes You Happy?” is a joyous invitation for 
children of all ages to ponder and explore what is truly important in life.

What makes us happy? To fear the unknown? Or to be curious about new 
experiences? To use up what exists until it is gone? Or to take care of what exists, 
so that we may always enjoy it? In thirteen brilliantly painted scenes, Gaudrat and 
Vendrell pose simple, open-ended questions about what it means to be happy. But 
rather than offering a set of ready-made answers and morals, this book encourages 
children to think and feel for themselves. It invites families to engage with topics like 
altruism, curiosity, selfishness, and benevolence, to inspire children to make up their 
own minds about how best to live, love, and care for themselves and others.

ISBN: 978-1-62795-121-0

Format: Hardcover w/ 13 gatefolded stories to 
share, ponder and discuss

Extent: 60

Size: 10 x 11

Illustrations: color throughout

Subject: Juvenile Fiction / Philosophy

Price: $19.95 US / $24.95 CAN

Carme Solé Vendrell is an internationally recognised Spanish artist who has 
illustrated books from all over the world. 

Marie-Agnès Gaudrat is a senior editor at Bayard Presse who has authored 
numerous texts for the series The Great Stories of a Small Apple, including the 
bestseller at the start of every school year for the last ten years, The Little Ogre wants 
to go to School, and the very successful series The Pig Family. She has also written 
most of the stories in the series Léo et Popi, illustrated by Helen Oxenbury. Les 
Arènes has previously published her The Clever Imaginer.

u Full-fledged publicity campaign including reviews and features on 
websites and blogs 

u Features in holiday round-up gift guides 

u Award-winning bestseller in France!

” This poetic and 
practical book will 
help parents and 
children talk and 
think about what 
makes us happy …”
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ISBN: 978-1-62795-074-9

Format: Paperback with flaps

Extent: 184pp

Size: 7.5 x 8.8

Illustrations: 200 color and b/w

Subject: Mathematics

Price: $19.95 US / $24.95 CAN

ISBN: 978-1-62795-117-3

Format: Paperback with flaps
Extent: 168pp

Size: 7.5 x 9

Illustrations: Color illustrations throughout

Subject: Mathematics / History & Philosophy

Price: $19.95 US / $24.95 CAN

Algebra to Calculus
unlocking math’s amazing power
Mike Goldsmith

Think math is boring? Think again! Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking 
Math’s Amazing Power tells the story of algebra and calculus, exploring 
the surprising, fascinating, and sometimes mind-boggling evolution of 
mathematics through the ages.

How do you make a decision with numbers? You have to use a kind of math called 
Boolean algebra—it’s a little strange because it only ever uses two numbers: 1 or 
0, and 1+1 always equals 1. Despite this weirdness, this algebra is used to create 
the nanoscale circuits in every microchip. Do you want to know more? Written to
engage, entertain and enthuse readers young and old, Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking 
Math’s Amazing Power takes an entirely new approach to the wonderful world of 
mathematics. Along the way, readers will meet with geniuses such as Diophantus 
and Isaac Newton, who figured out how to turn math problems into general 
techniques that work whatever the situation. Readers will not only learn how 
computer chips process their programs, but also how a smartphone knows where 
it is, what the link is between snowflakes, cannonballs, and wine barrels, and how 
Carl Gauss worked out how to add up all the numbers between 1 and 100 in less 
than a minute—when he was just 10 years old! Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking Math’s 
Amazing Power shows there is a lot more going on than just x + y = z.

Numbers
how counting changed the
world
Tom Jackson

INSIDE THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF MATHEMATICS
The Inside Mathematics series takes you beyond schoolroom sums and dusty old textbooks to meet
the greatest minds that figured it all out. Their stories show us what inspired and drove them to make
their incredible discoveries. Along the way, you’ll encounter amazing, mind-blowing, and sometimes
downright weird stories that bring mathematics to life in ways you never imagined.

Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking Math’s Amazing Power dives straight into the most divisive field of
mathematics. The words algebra and calculus fill some with dread—what are all those symbols doing?
Others marvel at the problem-solving power of these age-old techniques, which allowed Babylonians
to build mighty ziggurats above the desert and astronomers to find the first asteroids. This book
demystifies algebra by showing how its story played out over the centuries, and by illustrating how
calculus made it possible for math to explain the most complex processes we can imagine,
from a breaking ocean wave to the speed and course of a rocket.

DR. MIKE GOLDSMITH is a science 
writer and former head of the UK’s National 
Physical Laboratory, where he specialized 
in astronomy and the science of sound. 
In his many nonfiction books for children, 
Mike engages with a wide range of topics, 
including mathematics, space exploration, 
time travel, and the history of science. 
Mike received a PhD in astrophysics from 
Keele University in the UK. He lives in 
Twickenham, near southwest London. 

TOM JACKSON, series editor, is a science 
and technology writer based in the UK. Tom 
specializes in recasting these subjects into 
lively historical narratives by uncovering vivid 
stories that help to create new ways to enjoy 
the sciences. He studied at the University of 
Bristol and still lives in that city with his wife 
and three children.
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x Think math is boring?
Think again! Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking
Math’s Amazing Power cracks open the history
of numbers to explore the surprising, fascinating,
and sometimes mind-boggling evolution of
mathematics through the ages.

How do you make a decision with numbers?
You have to use a kind of math called Boolean
algebra—it’s a little strange because it only ever
uses the two numbers 1 or 0, and 1+1 always
equals 1. Despite this weirdness, this algebra
is used to create the nanoscale circuits in every
microchip. Do you want to know more? Written
to engage, entertain, and enthuse readers young
and old, Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking Math’s
Amazing Power takes an entirely new approach
to the wonderful world of mathematics. Along
the way, readers will meet with geniuses, such
as Diophantus and Isaac Newton, who figured
out how to turn math problems into general
techniques that work whatever the situation.
Readers will not only learn how computer
chips process their programs, but also how a
smartphone knows where it is, what the link is
between snowflakes, cannonballs, and wine
barrels, and how Carl Gauss figured out how
to add up all the numbers between 1 and 100
in less than a minute—when he was just 10
years old! Algebra to Calculus: Unlocking Math’s
Amazing Power shows there is a lot more going
on than just x + y = z.
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Jacket design by WildPixel Ltd.
Printed in China $19.95 US / $24.95 CAN

Dr. Mike Goldsmith is a science writer 
and former head of the U.K.’s National 
Physical Laboratory, where he specialized in 
astronomy and the science of sound. In his 
many nonfiction books for children, Mike 
engages with a wide range of topics, including 
mathematics, space exploration, time travel, 
and the history of science. Mike received a 
PhD in astrophysics from Keele University in 
the U.K. He lives in Twickenham, near London.
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The Third 
  Dimension

IF ONE ROTATES A STRAIGHT OR CURVED LINE AROUND AN 
AXIS, then the resulting shape is called a solid of revolution. 
For example, if a triangle is rotated around its edge, it can 
generate a cone:

And a rotated rectangle can form a cylinder:

Any solid shape with an axis of symmetry—a 
ball, jar, or bottle—can be thought of as a solid  
of revolution. 

Pappus papers
Finding the volumes and surface areas of 
such shapes mathematically is an important 
application of integral calculus (see page 114). 
But, long before that was thought of, Pappus of 
Alexandria had shown that algebra can be used 
too, at least for simple shapes. We know almost 
nothing about Pappus, only the fact that he was 
a teacher in Alexandria, Egypt, and the name of 
his son was Hermodorus. Unlike many of the 
“facts” about other ancient Greeks, which come 
from biographies written by others, we can at 
least assume these statements are true, since they 
come from Pappus’s own writings. We also know 
roughly when he lived, because he mentions a 
solar eclipse, which we can date as 320 ce, and 
he is quoted in a work written in about 411 ce.

Linking dimensions
Pappus’s brilliant insight was to see that, since he 
could imagine a solid shape as being produced 
by rotating a flat shape, he might be able to do 
the same thing algebraically, by “revolving” the 
formula of the flat shape to produce the formula 
of the solid one. To calculate a volume of a 
revolution, we define the radius of the circle  
of revolution as the distance between the axis of 
the revolution and the center of the flat shape. 
For a simple shape like a rectangle, it’s easy to see 
where the center is: halfway across, at ½r. So, the 
circle of revolution is 2π½r, which is πr.

Trumpets, balls, bats, 
bottles, plates, eggs, 
jars … These are all 
solids that have an axis 
of symmetry.

HOW FILLING IS MY DONUT?

A ring donut is known in math as a torus, and using 
Pappus’s theorem to find the volume of one is simple 
if we "deconstuct" the shape. Cutting a cross section 
of this torus reveals a circle with a radius of r, and if 
this is revolved around a larger circle of radius R, then 
the torus would be generated.

So, by Pappus's second theorem (see overleaf ), 
the area of the torus is (area of revolved shape) 
× (length of path the shape is revolved around), 
which is:

πr2×2πR 

Which is  2Rπ2r2

x

y

h

h

r

r/2
r

y
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suggested in 1886 by Charles Sanders Peirce, 
who thought that logic gates could perhaps be 
built from electrical switches. The first working 
digital computer did indeed use electrical 
switches. This was the Z3, built by Conrad  
Zuse in 1941.

Valves
The real breakthrough in the 
development of reasoning machines was 
the invention of the triode valve by Lee 
de Forest in 1906. The triode was one 
of the first electronic devices, and it 
is literally a gate, opening or closing 
as required to allow or to block the 

flow of electricity. An AND gate is built from two 
triodes. When either or both switches are off, no 
current can flow around the circuit. When both 
switches are closed, the filaments heat up and 

produce ions in the valves. This allows current 
to flow through both valves, and therefore round 
the whole circuit, lighting the bulb. The switches 
are the two inputs to this AND gate, and the bulb 
is the output.

Processing information
From 1938, a number of electronic digital 
computers were constructed from triodes, and 
in 1948 Claude Shannon wrote a paper laying 

out in detail just how mathematics should best 
represent and process information of all kinds. 
This paper helped guide the development 
of computers as reasoning machines. Today, 
computers constantly make decisions as  
well as calculations.

A Minivac 601 was one of the 
first personal computers. It 
was developed by Claude 
Shannon in 1961.

Left: A Jacquard loom with 
its punched card program.

Right: A thermionic  
triode valve.

Below: Lee de Forest.

Right: When a triode valve is switched off, no 
electricity flows through it. But when the filament is 
switched on, it heats the gas in the valve, producing 
ions. These ions allow the gas to conduct electricity, 
which flows between the grid and the anode.

Triode Triode TriodeTriode

Switch
Switch

Switch
Switch

Bulb Bulb

Ba
tte

ry

Ba
tte

ry

SEE ALSO: 
▸ Paradoxes of Zeno, Russell, 
and Gödel, page 166
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Algebra Moves 
                  East

Algorithms
Today, the word algorithm refers to an approach that is 
central to the way in which almost all calculations are 
done—by computer.

Unlike computers, people have the ability to carry 
out all sorts of math questions without the need to 
explain exactly how they do them. For instance, the 
mathematical method to fit a curve to points is quite 
complicated, but most of us can do a fair job freehand. 

Similarly, what is the area of the shape on the right? 
One way to find out is to break the shape up into a 
couple of triangles, a rectangle and a semi-circle, and 
work out their areas before summing the total.

It would be very time-consuming to write down the 
precise instructions to do that for someone else to 
follow. In addition, there are other ways to break up 
the shape, so it would be almost impossible to write 
instructions on how to decide on the best collection of 
simpler shapes to select. But this is a task that a human 
can do in seconds without too much thought.

Humans, especially children, are excellent at learning 
techniques and trying them out in different situations, 
which is how we solve problems like this. But 
computers do not learn in this way. The only way to get 
a computer to solve a math problem is to tell it exactly 
what to do, step by step. But even that is of no use if 
every single step must be fed into the computer—it 
would be quicker to solve the problem yourself. The 
answer is an algorithm, or a mathematical process that 
can be defined exactly, and then repeated over and 
over again until the problem is solved. 

ALEXANDRIA, WHICH HAD BEGAN AS A SMALL 
EGYPTIAN TOWN before being taken over and 
enlarged by the Greeks and then the Romans, 
was the world’s greatest mathematical center 
for many centuries.

How it works

But mathematics in Alexandria came to an end 
in the 5th century. In 415 ce, Hypatia, a female 
mathematician and teacher of astronomy, was 
murdered by a Christian mob during a 
period of religious intolerance and civil 
unrest. So, many scholars left the city for 
their own safety. In 641 ce, Alexandria was 
captured as part of the Islamic expansion. 
The mathematical knowledge of the Greeks 
that had been collected and developed 
there was studied by the Muslims who now 
controlled the city. Once Baghdad had been 

set up as capital of the Islamic empire in 762, it 
became the new center of knowledge. 

Knowledge hub
In addition to the Greek science and mathematics 
that was studied there, the scholars of Baghdad 
could also draw on the cultures of Persia, India, 
and China (see box, overleaf). In about 800, 

At the House of Wisdom in Baghdad, 
algebra became a globally used 
mathematical technique.

The Arabic title of  
Al-Khwarizmi's book gave  
us the word algebra.
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1,  1,  2,  3,  5,  8,  13,  21,  34,  55,  89, 144, 233,  377,  610,  987,  1597,  2584,  4181,  6765,  10946 …
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March: first pair, and their children, Ron and 
Ruth = 2 pairs

April: first pair, plus their second pair of children 
(Rachel and Robert), together with Ron and  
Ruth = 3 pairs

May: Three pairs as above, plus a new pair 
of children for the original pair, and a pair of 
children for Ron and Ruth = 5 pairs

June: The above 5 pairs, plus a fourth pair for the 
original parents, a second pair for Ron and Ruth, 

and a first pair for Rachel and Robert = 8 pairs.
It gets increasingly tricky to follow the sequence 
in words, but mathematically it is easy: Take the 
first two numbers, add them together (1 + 1 = 2), 
then add that new number to the previous one (1 
+ 2 = 3), and continue in that way (2 + 3 = 5, 5 + 
3 = 8, 8 + 5 = 13 …).  Each number (F

n
) can be 

defined as Fn= F(n–1)+F(n–2).

In nature
The Fibonacci sequence runs on forever: 
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34 … What is surprising 
is how often it turns up. Flowers have Fibonacci 
numbers of petals, sunflower seeds are arranged 
on the seed heads in curves containing Fibonacci 

The Fibonacci sequence as 
described by the (fictional) 
reproduction of rabbits  
month after month.

Male  Female

Children

numbers of seeds, and there are similar curves 
on pineapples and pinecones. Bee generations 
follow the sequence too: male bees have only a 
mother, while females have a father and a mother, 

January

February

March

April

May

June

The spiral of scales on a 
some pinecones follows the 
Fibonacci sequence.

Trees even branch in the 
Fibonacci sequence. The blue 
numbers show how many 
branches the tree divides into 
as it grows upward; the green 
numbers show how many 
branches are  connected 
together at different levels.

Inside  MATHEMATICS    IS GOING TO BE A SIX-BOOK SERIES 
THAT WILL EXPLORE ALL ASPECTS OF MATHEMATICS INCLUDING 
INTERESTING AND ENGAGING HISTORICAL STORIES BEHIND 
THE MATH WE KNOW TODAY, AS WELL AS HOW VARIOUS MATH 
DISCIPLINES WORK. NOT ONLY WILL IT ANSWER THE QUESTION  
“WHY?”  BUT WILL SHIFT THE QUESTION TO “WHAT’S NEXT?” 
WE ARE EXCITED TO PRESENT THE FIRST TWO VOLUMES. 

u Full-fledged publicity 
campaign including 
reviews and features on 
websites and blogs 

u Features in holiday round-
up gift guides 
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George Washington Wilson
The story of Scotland’s leading Victorian stereo photographer
Professor Roger Taylor

From the world’s foremost authority on George Washington Wilson comes the definitive
account of one of Scotland’s leading photographers of the Victorian era. Complete
with 3-D stereo images and a complimentary 3-D viewer, art historian Roger Taylor 
presents a stunning view into the life and work of this singular artist.

After beginning his career painting portrait miniatures, George Washington Wilson 
discovered the newly emerging art form of photography, and soon began making a 
name for himself with his photographic portraiture. Spurred on by a growing public 
interest in stereoscopy, Wilson created a thriving enterprise selling beautifully crafted 
stereo cards of Scottish landscapes to visiting tourists. As his reputation grew, he began 
to attract the attention of some high-profile patrons. Prince Albert commissioned him 
to photograph the construction of Balmoral Castle, and he also captured many historic 
portraits of Queen Victoria, who would later honor him with the title “Photographer to 
the Queen”.

ISBN: 978-0-9574246-9-2

Format: Hardcover including 3-D viewer 
invented by Brian May

Extent: 206pp

Size: 9.4 x 12.7

Illustrations:  More than 200 photographs and 
illustrations, reproduced in color throughout, 
70 in 3-D

Subject: Photography / Individual 
Photographers / Artists’ Books

Price: $50.00 US

Professor Roger Taylor is a former 
professional photographer who moved into 
teaching in 1967 when he was appointed 
photography subject leader at Sheffield 
Polytechnic, where he became director of 
Fine Art Studies in 1981. In 1985 he moved 
to the National Museum of Photography in 
Bradford where he remained until 1996. A 
Getty Museum Scholar, he has received two 
Mellon Foundation scholarships and a Lisette 
Model Fellowship at the National Gallery of 
Canada. He has been a consultant on many 
television programs on photography and is an 
external examiner at the universities of Oxford 
and Cambridge.

The Art of the Samurai
Yamamoto Tsunetomo’s Hagakure
Yamamoto Tsunetomo

“The way of the samurai is found in death.” These words, written 300 years ago 
by the samurai Yamamoto Tsunetomo, offer a seemingly grim introduction to a 
practice and philosophy that was in fact anything but morbid.

Offering a fascinating glimpse into the secretive inner world of the samurai, Hagakure, 
Yamamoto Tsunetomo’s thoughts on the samurai way of life, remained closely 
guarded and was shown only to a chosen few for more than a century. This was a 
culture in which death was embraced, not as a morbid fascination, but as a method 
for eliminating fear. Yamamoto tells his readers how to foster courage, how to serve 
selflessly, how to become a skilled master of your own destiny, and how to infuse life 
with beauty while acknowledging its transience. Yamamoto’s penetrating insights and 
profound aphorisms reflect important moral principles that still apply to us today. 

This masterpiece, preserved for generations in northern Kyushu by warrior chiefs as 
moral and practical instruction for themselves and their samurai retainers, is now 
presented in this beautifully illustrated edition that will enlighten anyone with an 
interest in Japanese culture and world literature.

ISBN: 978-1-62795-128-9

Format: Silk-bound hardcover with an insight 
card bound into the back of the book and 
easily removed by following the perforation

Extent: 272pp

Size: 6 x 9.2

Illustrations: 4-color illustrations throughout

Subject: History / Asia / Japan

Price: $24.95 US / $29.95 CAN

Yamamoto Tsunetomo (June 11, 1659 – 
November 30, 1719), was a samurai serving 
the lord Nabeshima Mitsushige in the Saga 
Domain, Hizen Province, Japan. For thirty 
years Yamamoto devoted his life to serving 
his lord and clan. When Nabeshima died in 
1700, Yamamoto renounced the world and 
retired to a hermitage in the mountains. Later 
in life (between 1709 and 1716), he narrated 
many of his thoughts to a fellow samurai, 
Tashiro Tsuramoto. 

THE LONDON STEREOSCOPIC COMPANY PRESENTS

100% SILK-
BOUND 

HARDCOVER

Tao Te Ching
The New Illustrated Edition of the Chinese 
Philosophical Masterpiece
Laozi / Translated by Chad Hansen
$24.95 US / $29.95 CAN
978-1-62795-098-5

100% SILK-
BOUND 

HARDCOVER
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The Illustrated Guide to The Bible
The Greatest Stories Ever Told
J.R. Porter

From the Garden of Eden to the fiery book of Revelation, The Illustrated Guide 
to The Bible distills the essence of the earthshaking tome that helped shape 
the Western world and continues to offer inspiration, guidance, and comfort to 
billions of people worldwide. 

With his extensive scholarship, lively storytelling, and unrivalled passion for the 
subject matter, Porter brings to vibrant life the figures, places, episodes, and themes of 
arguably the greatest stories ever told. Offering depth and clarity, The Illustrated Guide 
to the Bible not only brings the many characters and events to life, it also explores the 
underlying significance of topics and explains the meaning of important themes and 
symbols. Including a highly useful book-by-book summary of what is still the most 
widely distributed book in the world, this is an essential reference work for any home 
or library.

Jesus Christ
Jesus of Faith, Christ of History
J.R. Porter

An essential guide to one of history’s most celebrated and misunderstood 
iconoclasts.

“Jesus Christ” combines authoritative scholarship, narrative verve, and superb color 
illustration to produce an accessible overview of the life and significance of one of 
the most influential, complex, and charismatic figures in history. Drawing upon the 
Gospels and other evidence to present a full and comprehensive account of Jesus’ life, 
Porter recounts the miracles and other extraordinary episodes, including historical and 
mythical precedents, to trace the changing interpretations of Jesus through the ages, 
from revolutionary to mystic to prophet. 

Including a richly illustrated commentary on Jesus’ many depictions in art by an expert 
on Christian iconography, this is an essential reference work for any library or home

ISBN: 978-1-62795-130-2

Format: Paperback w/ flaps

Extent: 288pp

Size: 7 x 9.25

Illustrations: Photographs and 4-color 
Illustrations throughout 

Subject:  Religion/ Biblical Reference 

Price: $19.95 US / $24.95 CAN

The late J.R. Porter was Emeritus 
Professor of Theology at the University of 
Exeter. His publications include The Oxford 
Companion to the Bible, Harper’s Bible 
Dictionary, and The Lost Bible.

The late J.R. Porter was professor 
Emeritus of Theology at the University 
of Exeter. His publications include The 
Oxford Companion to the Bible, Harper’s 
Bible Dictionary, and The Lost Bible.

ISBN: 978-1-62795-129-6

Format: Paperback w/ flaps

Extent: 288pp

Size: 7 x 9.25

Illustrations: Photographs and 4-color 
Illustrations throughout 

Subject:  Reference / Religion / Biblical 
Biography

Price: $19.95 US / $24.95 CAN
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85

2 oz Stagg Jr. Barrel 
 Strenght Bourbon 
1/4 oz Averna
1/4 oz El Dorado Falernum
2 dashes of orange bitters
 Smith & Cross Jamaican 
 Rum

• Mix the ingredients for a few seconds in an Old Fashioned glass
with ice.
• Top it off with the Jamaican Rum and garnish with mint sprigs.

Old Timber

89

1.3 oz London Dry Gin
1.25 oz red Vermouth 
 del Professore 
1 oz grapefruit and 
 chamomile infused 
 Campari
2/3 oz French Vermouth

• Stir & strain.
• Garnish with lemon and orange twists.

Mad Dog Negroni

61

WILLIAMS & GRAHAM

3160 Tejon Street, Denver, USA

Telephone: +13039978886

williamsandgraham.com

The secret is kept on a shelf in the miniscule Williams & Graham bookstore. It is in a copy  

of Harry Craddock’s “Savoy Cocktail Book”, one of the bibles of bartenders throughout the world. 

Pull it out just a bit and the book case turns magically into the entrance to the real Williams  

& Graham, which is definitely not a bookstore. Customers fortunate enough to get in are greeted  

by the subtle, slightly nostalgic strains of the Mississippi Delta blues. The atmosphere is relaxed 

and unpretentious, modern but with an old-fashioned vibe. The imposing bar and bottle shelves 

are crammed beyond belief with every imaginable kind of liquor and spirits. The bartenders here 

are some of the best known in the United States, and their take on mixology is commendable. 

Their recipes are well grounded and perfectly dosed and they rarely contain more than 5 

ingredients. Aromas and flavors leave an impression in an environment that exudes friendliness. 

The proprietors pride themselves on the “neighborhood bar” feeling that they have created,  

an atmosphere inspired by the bars their fathers and grandfathers knew where time seemed to 

stand still and the world was left outside the door. The excellent service is a mixture of formality 

and friendliness that keeps its customers coming back. The details are noteworthy; the 100-year-

old tin ceiling, the bar and the display case behind it with its arched wooden niches, the Art Deco 

absinthe “fountain” and the table lamps with their subtle light. To put it simply, it is the ideal 

place to take a break from the quick pace of a routine work day; to share a conversation with the 

customers around you knowing that if they have come to Williams & Graham for a memorable 

evening, they appreciate the good life as much as you do.
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Many modern speakeasies feature live music 
that  is almost  always jazz or swing in homage 

to the Roaring Twenties and the historical 
period of Prohibition in the United States.

Speakeasy
Secret Bars around the World
Maurizio Maestrelli

Hidden entrances, dark places, low music, smoke, women, crime, and obviously 
alcohol … in the days of Prohibition (1920–33), these were the explosive 
ingredients of the American speakeasy, then and now the inspiration for trendy 
bars all over the world. 

Frequented by gangsters such as Al Capone and Lucky Luciano, these underground 
bars and nightclubs have become the symbol of an epoch immortalized in cinema and 
literature. The “new” speakeasies are inspired by the typical, unmistakable atmosphere 
of the beginning of the 20th century, when it was necessary to speak under your breath 
to avoid detection by the police. These trendy bars have often been conceived by 
keen bartenders, who rediscovered the tastes of the mixed drinks of the ‘20s and ‘30s. 
Specially-made furniture, refined cocktails, entrance by invitation only, themed dress 
codes, nondescript facades, vintage atmosphere. … nowadays the speakeasy is living 
a second life. Cocktails are now high-quality, sophisticated, and, above all, legal, but 
entering these clubs we jump into the past. 

This book will lead you to the discovery of the most famous current speakeasies.

ISBN: 978-1-62795-131-9

Format: Hardcover

Extent: 208pp

Size: 6.8 x 10

Illustrations: Color & b/w photographs 
throughout

Subject: Travel / Food, Lodging & 
Transportation / General

Price: $24.95 US / $29.95 CAN

Maurizio Maestrelli has been a 
professional journalist since 2004. 
Specializing in enogastronomic 
journalism, he has written for Mondo 
della Birra, Locali Top and Gulliver. He was 
the first Italian journalist to be admitted 
to the British Guild of Beer Writers. In 
2006 he was named the best Italian “beer 
journalist” by Unionbirrai. 
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similar to beer, in fact surprisingly similar to beer according to customers, continued to flow at McSorley’s Old 

Ale House, and New Orleans soon became famous as a kind of paradise where almost no one respected the 

ban. The Old Absinthe House (which still stands in Bourbon Street today) advertised that it “appeared to be 

the only establishment that did not sell spirits”. The irony of the claim was obvious. 

Prohibition in the United States was a boon for the producers of alcoholic beverages abroad. Canada  

had actually lived its own period of Prohibition at the beginning of World War I, but after 1918 each single  

province was given the choice to continue upholding the ban or not. Quebec immediately chose to legalize  

the production of liquors and spirits again. British Columbia followed suit in 1920, and Ontario and Alberta did 

the same in 1924. Much of the alcohol produced was destined to the United 

States and as Harry Hatch, president of the Canadian distillery Hiram 

Walker, said: “The Volstead Act does not in any way prohibit us from 

exporting our products. It prohibits those on the other side of the border 

from importing them. There is a difference”. Another Canadian company 

called the Mexican Export Company claimed that it exported its products 

to Mexico and Cuba through the United States. Obviously, not a single 

bottle reached its final destination, which was not surprising since both 

Mexico and Cuba were home to manufacturers with their own interests 

in supplying alcohol to the American market. Soon after Prohibition came 

into effect, hundreds of taverns that were often managed by Americans 

popped up just across the northern and southern borders. At the same time, the bars of the great luxury 

hotels in Havana began living their moment of glory. They were patronized every weekend by the American jet 

set, as well as by the organized crime bosses whose arrogance and haughtiness helped create the atmosphere 

that was a prelude to the future rebellion led by Fidel Castro. 

A great deal of alcohol entered the United States despite the Volstead Act, and just as much was produced 

within the country’s borders. The less affluent who could not afford drinking weekends in Havana or Mexico or 

Canada were forced to drink illegally produced alcohol or to make their own. The government’s ban was defied 

by the clandestine distillers or “moonshiners” that spread throughout the rural areas of the country and the 

producers of “bathtub gin” which referred to any alcoholic beverage produced at home, often in the bathtub. 

•  On the left, a woman demonstrates how to transport bottles of liquor without arousing suspicion.  

On the right, port, peach brandy, gin, absinthe and other types of liquor bring a smile to the face  

of this woman photographed in a speakeasy. Upper class establishments  

always offered a wide choice of beverages . . .
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30 Rue René Boulanger, Paris, France

lavomatic.paris

Lavomatic is, without a doubt, the most inviting laundromat 

in the world. It is fully deserving of this title, as close inspection 

of the coin-operated washers and dryers will reveal the right 

button to push, not to wash your dirty laundry, but to open 

the secret door that opens onto one of the best hidden bars 

in Paris. Lavomatic opened in 2015 and immediately became a 

favorite among the city’s nighthawks. 

The bar’s entrance and its cover are original, as is its simple, 

tastefully furnished interior with the feel of a normal apartment  

where friends stop by for a cocktail or a glass of organic wine.  

And the cocktails are just as striking as the decor. Nothing is 

prepared ahead of time; rather, everything—syrups, infusions 

and extracts—is homemade and goes into well-studied 

combinations of ingredients to make perfectly crafted, original 

cocktails.  

The well-lit and colorful bar is located upstairs, and with 

such details as stools shaped like detergent boxes you feel as if 

you are relaxing at a friend’s house carefree and casually. The 

clientele are extremely diversified, but whose common ground 

is a passion for natural ingredients and products; and these 

are precisely the basis of the barmen’s trade. What we know 

for sure is that every neighborhood laundromat should be like 

Lavomatic.

LAVOMATIC

u Full-fledged publicity campaign including reviews and 
features on websites and blogs 

u Features in holiday round-up gift guides

William & Graham – Denver Colorado

Lavomatic – Paris, France Jules Basement – Mexico City, Mexico
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The Cup of Destiny
A traditional fortune-teller’s cup and saucer 
plus illustrated book of interpretations
Jane Lyle

Turn on the kettle and start reading the future in 
tea leaves or coffee grounds, using a traditional, 
Edwardian-style cup and saucer

A delightful way to see the future while 
enjoying a cup of tea or coffee!

Learn the ancient art of reading tea leaves—or coffee grounds—
with this beautifully designed cup and saucer, based on an original 
Edwardian design. Reading leaves is a fun and easy way of making 
predictions for you, your friends, and family.

For example, an ivy leaf shows that you need endurance and 
faith now, but you will win the support of your friends. And a 
heart near the rim of the cup means that love is not far away. 

Why not turn the kettle on now and start your first reading?
The Cup of Destiny reveals the secrets of this ancient method, 

allowing you to make predictions for yourself and your friends.

Back in stock, 
really!

R E C E N T L Y  P U B L I S H E D  &  B A C K L I S T  H I G H L I G H T S

Geometry & Art
How Mathematics 
transformed 
Art during the 
Renaissance
Hardcover
$24.95 US / $29.95 CAN
8.5 x 10/ 224pages
Subject: Art History / 
Geometry
978-1-62795-105-0
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The Lost Bible 
Forgotten Scriptures 
Revealed  
J R Porter
Paperback w/ flaps
$19.95 US / $24.95 CAN
7 x 9.25 / 256 pages
Religion
978-1-62795-072-5

Tao Te Ching
The New Illustrated 
Edition of the Chinese 
Philosophical 
Masterpiece
Laozi / Translated by 
Chad Hansen
Silk-bound hardcover
$24.95 US / $29.95 CAN
6 x 9.21 / 272 pages
Religion / Taoism
978-1-62795-098-5

Classic Haiku 
The Greatest Japanese 
Poetry from Basho, 
Buson, Issa, Shiki and 
their followers
Edited and Introduced 
by Tom Lowenstein
$16.95 US / $21.95 CAN
4.92 x 7.28 / 176 pages
Poetry
978-1-62795-048-0

Philosophy:
Theories and Great 
Thinkers
Professor David 
Papineau
Paperback w/flaps
$18.95 US / $24.95 CAN
7.07 x 9.25
Philosophy
978-1-62795-046-6

Teachings of the 
Buddha 
The Wisdom of the 
Dharma, from the Pali 
Canon to the Sutras
Desmond Biddulph and 
Darcy Flynn
Hardcover
$16.95 US / $21.95 CAN
4.92 x 7.28 / 176 pages
Religion / Buddhism
978-1-62795-047-3

A truly profound book with over 1.8 million copies sold 
in Mexico, now published for the first time in English, and 
soon to be released in 24 languages, THE SLAVE carries a 
universal message, and is destined to become a spiritual  
classic of our time.

The Slave
Anand Dilvar

Trapped in a vegetative state following a terrible accident that has paralyzed 
his whole body, the narrator is unable to communicate with those around him. 
Cut off from family and friends, so begins an inner conversation with his spiritual 
guide, a conversation which takes him on a journey of self-realization, bringing him 
eventually to a new state of consciousness and an understanding of his deepest self.

ISBN: 978-1-62795-104-3
Format: Paperback w/ jacket
Extent: 128 pages
Size: 5 x 7
Illustrations: B/w text 
Subject: Self-help / Personal growth
Price: $16.95 US / $22.95 CAN

ISBN: 978-1-62795-001-5

Format: Paperback + facsimile Edwardian cup 
and saucer + positioning cloth with handy 
tip sheet of the most important symbols and 
meanings

Extent: 96 pages

Size: 6.7 x 6.5 x 3.6

Subject: New Age

Price: $24.95 US / $29.95 CAN

Jane Lyle learned the traditional art of 
reading tea leaves from her grandmother.
She lives in London.

Relaunching in September for 
Recovery and Addiction month

“A wise and wonderful book that will lift 
the mind and feed the heart.”

Robin Sharma, #1 worldwide bestselling author of The Monk Who Sold His 
Ferrari + The Leader Who Had No Title
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K I D S ’  B A C K L I S T  H I G H L I G H T S

Championship Yo-Yo 
Tricks
Dave Oliver
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN
8 x 6 x 2.5 / 64 pages
Games, Hobbies / 8+
978-1-62795-023-7

Kings & Queens
of England and 
Scotland
$9.95 US / $12.95 CAN 
9.5 x 10.25 / 32 pages + 
pull-out poster
Nonfiction / Biography 
/ Royalty
978-1-78121-322-3

$29.95 US 
8 x 6.5 x 5.5
Hardback size: 4.75 x 5 
3 books 28 pages
Pre Kindergarten
Age: 3+
978-1-62795-060-2

Kathryn Christensen

This is the perfect gift for 
any young horse lover.

Sunny Trails Farms

Spotlight Guides 
Specification
$7.99 US / $9.99 CAN 
5.5 x 7.25 
48 pages

S P O T L I G H T  G U I D E S

The Age of Vikings
978-1-78121-225-7

Dinosaurs and 
Prehistoric Life
978-1-78121-261-5

Rocks, Minerals & 
Fossils
978-1-78121-319-3

Featuring detailed, informative 
text, stunning imagery, and 
colorful diagrams as well as helpful 
timelines and glossaries, the 
Spotlight series offers an engaging 
and richly illustrated glimpse into 
a range of fascinating topics from 
the worlds of history and science.

Ancient Egyptians
978-1-78121-227-1

Ancient Greeks
978-1-78121-228-8 

Ancient Romans
978-1-78121-226-4

Middle Ages
978-1-78121-260-8

 

B A C K L I S T  H I G H L I G H T S

L I B R A R Y  O F  O R A C L E S

Tatiana’s Crystal Ball 
Now You Can See Your 
Future
Titania Hardie
$19.95 US / $24.95 CAN
5.9 x 5.9 x 3.5
New Age
978-1-62795-000-8

1001 Dreams 
An Illustrated Guide 
to Dreams and their 
Meanings
Jack Altman
Paperback
$11.95 US / $15.95 CAN
4.37 x 5.12
Mind Body Spirit / Gift
978-1-62795-044-2

I Ching: The Chinese 
Book of Changes 
Marlies Holitzka and 
Klaus Holitzka
Paperback + 64 
oracle cards + fabric 
carrying pouch
$19.95 US / $24.95 CAN 
5.75 x 8.74 / 160 pages
New Age / Occult 
978-1-62795-033-6

Tarot: The Secrets of 
the Symbols 
Johannes Fiebig and 
Evelin Bürger
Paperback + 78-card 
tarot deck + fabric 
carrying pouch
$19.95 US / $24.95 CAN
5.75 x 8.74 / 160 pages
New Age / Occult 
978-1-62795-021-3

Numerology: The 
Secret Language of 
Numbers
Christine Bengel and 
Patrick Stahel
Paperback + set of 
30 cards + fabric 
carrying pouch
$19.95 US / $24.95 CAN
5.75 x 8.74 / 160 pages
New Age / Occult 
978-1-62795-022-0

Pendulum: The Magic 
Pendulum 
Susanne Peymann
Paperback + high 
quality brass pendulum 
+ fabric carrying pouch
$19.95 US / $24.95 CAN
5.75 x 8.74 / 160 pages
New Age / Occult
978-1-62795-020-6

Runes: The Alphabet 
of the Gods 
Guy Ogilvy
Paperback + 24 solid 
birchwood runes + 
fabric carrying pouch
$19.95 US / $24.95 CAN
5.75 x 8.74 / 160 pages
New Age / Occult
978-1-62795-019-0
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Classic Haiku 
The Greatest Japanese 
Poetry from Basho, 
Buson, Issa, Shiki and 
their followers
Edited and Introduced 
by Tom Lowenstein
$16.95 US / $21.95 CAN
4.92 x 7.28 / 176 pages
Poetry
978-1-62795-048-0

Teachings of the 
Buddha 
The Wisdom of the 
Dharma, from the Pali 
Canon to the Sutras
Desmond Biddulph and 
Darcy Flynn
Hardcover
$16.95 US / $21.95 CAN
4.92 x 7.28 / 176 pages
Religion/ Buddhist
978-1-62795-047-3

BEAUTIFULLY BOUND CLOTH EDITIONS WITH AN ONLAY. 

INCLUDES A REMOVABLE INSIGHT CARD  

SMALL ENOUGH TO CARRY IN YOUR WALLET.

Why Everything You 
Know is Wrong!
Tom Jackson
Paperback
$7.99 US / $8.99 CAN
7 x 7 / 128 pages
Humor, General 
Reference / 8+
978-1-62795-036-7

William Shakespeare 
1564–1616 
A Companion Guide 
to his Life and 
Achievements
Paperback w/ flaps
$24.95 US / $29.95 CAN
8.27 x 10.63 / 360 pages
Biography / Literature
978-16279-078-7

Secrets of Lateral 
Thinking 
101 Ideas for Thinking 
Creatively
Rob Eastaway
Paperback w/ flaps
$7.95 US / $9.95 CAN
4.92 x 6.69
Psychology / Creative 
Ability
978-1-62795-050-3

Secrets of IQ Training 
101 Ways to Sharpen 
Your Mind
Ron Bracey
Paperback w/ flaps
$7.95 US / $9.95 CAN
4.92 x 6.69
Self Help / Personal 
Growth
978-1-62795-049-7
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L O N D O N  S T E R E O S C O P I C  C O M P A N Y S T O C K I N G  S T U F F E R S

The Poor Man’s Picture Gallery
Stereoscopy versus Paintings in the 
Victorian Era
Denis Pellerin and Brian May
ISBN: 978-0-9574246-1-6
Format: Hardcover: 208 pages, over 
300 photographs and illustrations, 
slipcased with 3-D viewer
Size: 9.5 x 12.80 x 1.5
Subject: Art & Photography
Price: $75.00 US

A Village Lost and Found
An annotated tour of the 1850s 
series of stereo photographs 
“Scenes in Our Village” by T. R. 
Williams
Brian May and Elena Vidal
ISBN: 978-07112-3039-2
Format: Hardcover: 240 pages, 500 
photographs, slipcased with 3-D 
OWL viewer
Size: 9.5 x 12.8 x 1.5
Originally published in Fall 2009
Subject: Art & Photography
Price: $75.00 US

Crinoline
Fashion’s Most Magnificent 
Disaster
Denis Pellerin and Brian May
ISBN: 978-0-95742-462-3  
Format: Hardcover, 224 pages, 200 
photographs, slipcase with lenticular 
3-D photo applied, 3-D OWL viewer  
Size: 9.57 x 12.75 x 1.50
Price: $75.00 US
Subject: Fashion

Diableries
Stereoscopic Adventures in Hell
Brian May, Denis Pellerin, and Paula 
Fleming
ISBN: 978-0-9574246-0-9
Format: Hardcover, 280 pages, 500 
photographs, slipcased with 3-D 
viewer
Size: 9.5 x 12.80 x 1.5
Price: $75.00 US
Subject: Art & Photography
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I L L U S T R A T E D  H I S T O R I E S
T H E I R  M Y T H S  A N D  H I S T O R I E S  R E V E A L E D

The Knights Templar
Alan Butler
Paperback w/ flaps
$16.95 US / $18.95 CAN
7 x 9.25 / 192 pages
History / Cultural 
Reference
978-1-62795-010-7 

Freemasonry
Giles Morgan
Paperback w/ flaps
$16.95 US / $18.95 CAN
7 x 9.25 / 192 pages
History / Cultural 
Reference
978-1-62795-038-1

The Cathars
Sean Martin
Paperback w/ flaps
$16.95 US / $18.95 CAN
7 x 9.25 / 192 pages
History / Cultural 
Reference
978-1-62795-008-4

Dead Sea Scrolls
John DeSalvo
Paperback w/ flaps
$16.95 US / $18.95 CAN
7 x 9.25 / 192 pages
History / Cultural 
Reference
978-1-62795-006-0

The Crusades 
Michael Paine
Paperback w/ flaps
$16.95 US / $18.95 CAN
7 x 9.25 / 192 pages
History / Cultural 
Reference
978-1-62795-091-6

Mary Magdalene
Karen Ralls
Paperback w/ flaps
$16.95 US / $18.95 CAN
7 x 9.25 / 192 pages
History / Cultural 
Reference
978-1-62795-003-9

This series of illustrated titles explores some of the most fascinating and mysterious aspects of the past. 
From secret societies to hidden history, read these books and wonder …

Who Knew?
Things You Didn’t 
Know About Things 
You Know Well
David Hoffman
Paperback with Flaps
$9.95 US / $12.95 CAN
4.5 x 6.5 / 208 pages
Reference / Trivia
978-1-62795-062-6

Who Knew? 
Disneyland: Little-
known Facts About 
the Happiest Place on 
Earth
David Hoffman
Paperback with Flaps
$9.95 US / $12.95 CAN
4.5 x 6.5 / 208 pages
Reference / Trivia
978-1-62795-103-6

Paper Flyers: Fold and 
Fly 100 Paper Planes
Rob Wall
Pad bound w/ 100 
removable origami 
sheets and 48-page 
instruction book 
$14.95 US
7.5 x 9.75 / 248 pages 
Crafts
ISBN: 978-1-62795-101-2

Typewriter
The History – The 
Machines – The Writers
Tony Allan
Hardcover
$12.95 US / $15.95 CAN
5.5 x 70.5 / 96 pages
History / Cultural 
Reference
978-162795-034-3

The History of Farting
Dr. Benjamin Bart
Paper over board

$9.95 US / $10.95 CAN
4.5 x 6 / 160 pages

Humor
978-1-62795-005-3

Secret Spy: 
18 Top Secret Missions 

to Complete!
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN

3.75 x 4.75 x 2 / 48 pages
Games kit / 8+

978-1-62795-030-5

Crime Lab: 
Gather Clues and Solve 

Tricky Cases!
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN

3.75 x 4.75 x 2 / 48 pages
Games kit / 8+

978-1-62795-039-8

Magic Tricks: 
Learn Spellbinding 
Secrets!
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN
3.75 x 4.75 x 2 / 48 pages
Games kit / 8+
978-1-62795-029-9

Micro Fliers: 
17 Model Planes to 

Make and Fly!
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN

3.75 x 4.75 x 2 / 48 pages
Games kit / 8+

978-1-62795-028-2
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1001 Dreams

Algebra to Calculus (Inside Mathematics)

Art of the Samurai, The

Biology (Ponderable)

Brain, The (Ponderable)

Cathars, The 

Championship Yo Yo

Classic Haiku

Crime Lab

Crinoline

Crusades, The

Cup of Destiny, The 

Dead Sea Scrolls 

Diableries

Elements, The (Ponderable)

Engineering (Ponderable)

Freemasonry

Geometry & Art

George Washington Wilson 

History of Farting, The 

I Ching (Library of Oracles) 

Illustrated Guide to the Bible

Jesus Christ

Kings & Queens of England and Scotland 

Knights Templar, The 

Lost Bible, The

Magic Tricks

Mary Magdalene

Mathematics (Ponderable)

Micro Fliers

Numbers (Inside Mathematics)
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Numerology (Library of Oracles)

Paper Fliers

Pendulum  (Library of Oracles)

Philosophy (Ponderable) 

Philosophy: Theories and Great Thinkers  

Physics (Ponderable)

Poor Man’s Picture Gallery, The

Psychology (Ponderable) 

Runes (Library of Oracles)

Queen in 3-D Deluxe Edition 

Queen in 3-D Lite Edition 

Secret Spy

Secrets of IQ Training

Secrets of Lateral Thinking 

Slave, The

Speakeasy 

Spotlight Guides 

Sunny Trails Farms

Tao Te Ching

Tarot (Library of Oracles)  

Tatiana’s Crystal Ball 

Teachings of the Buddha 

Typewriter

Universe, The (Ponderable) 

Village Lost and Found, A

What Makes you Happy? 

Who Knew?

Who Knew? Disneyland 

Why Everything You Know is Wrong!

William Shakespeare 
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Page PageTitleTitle BOOK TRAVELERS WEST (WA, OR, AK, HI, 
CA, NV, AZ, NM, CO, UT, WY, MT, ID)

Kurtis Lowe (WA, OR, ID, MT, AK)
3614A California Av SW #228
Seattle WA 98116
Tel: 206-932-7865
Fax: 800-440-0818
kurtis@booktravelerswest.com

John Majeska (Southern CA & Las Vegas NV)
PO Box 3328
110 Pine Ridge Rd
Crestline CA 92325
Tel: 310-710-1306
Fax: 800-440-0818
john@booktravelerswest.com

Phoebe Gaston (CO, WY, UT, NM, AZ, HI)
303 S Broadway Ste 200-335
Denver CO 80209
Tel: 513-886-1130
Fax: 800-440-0818
phoebe@booktravelerswest.com

Kevin Peters (Northern CA & Reno NV)
1026 Florin Rd #164
Sacramento CA 95831
Tel: 916-837-3604
Fax: 800-440-0818
kevin@booktravelerswest.com

SOUTHEASTERN BOOK TRAVELERS LLC 
(MS, AL, GA, FL, SC, NC, TN, VA, WV)

Chip Mercer (AL, MS, TN)
104 Owens Parkway, Suite J
Birmingham AL 35244
Tel: 205-682-8570
Fax: 770-804-2013
chipmercer@bellsouth.net

Stewart Koontz (NC, SC, VA, WV)
206 Bainbridge Rd
Florence AL 35634
Tel: 256-483-7969
Fax: 770-804-2013
cskoontz@southeasternbooktravelers.com

Jim Barkley (FL, GA)
1153 Bourdeau Court
Dunwoody GA 30338
Tel: 770-827-0488
Fax: 770-234-5715
jbarkley@mindspring.com

PARSON WEEMS PUBLISHERS SERVICES 
(ME, VT, NH, MA, RI, CT, NY, NJ, PA, MD, DE, 
DC, WV)

Christopher R. Kerr (New England,
Select Accounts Northern NJ)
866 Adams St. #2
Dorchester MA 02124-5206
Tel: 914-329-4961
Fax: 866-861-0337
chriskerr@parsonweems.com

Linda Cannon (Eastern PA, NJ, MD, DC,
Western NY, DE, WV)
3811 Canterbury Rd #707
Baltimore MD 21218
Tel: 724-513-9426
Fax: 866-583-2066
lindacannon@parsonweems.com

Eileen Bertelli (NY, Northern NJ)
48 Wawayanda Rd
Warwick NY 10990
Tel: 845-987-7233
Fax: 866-761-7112
eileenbertelli@parsonweems.com

Causten Stehle (Select Accounts)
310 N Front St Ste 4-10
Wilmington NC 28401
Tel: 914-948-4259
Fax: 866-861-0337
office@parsonweems.com

Jason Kincade (NY Metro, NY, PA, NJ)
19 Bushwick Av #3R
Brooklyn NY 11211
Tel: 347-244-2165
Fax: 866-861-0337
jasonkincade@parsonweems.com

FUJII ASSOCIATES (OH, IN, MI, KY, IL, WI, 
MN, IA, MO, AR, LA, TX, OK, KS, NE, SD, ND)

Eric Heidemann—Head of Group (Eastern 
AR, Central & Southern IL, Chicago, Eastern 
IA, MO, Kansas City)
75 Sunny Hill Dr
Troy MO 63379
Tel: 636-528-2546
Fax: 636-600-5153
eric@fujiiassociates.com

Kathy Bogs—Office Mgr/Customer Care
75 Sunny Hill Drive
Troy MO 63379
Tel: 708-978-7826
Fax: 708-949-8846
kathybogs@fujiiassociates.com

Tom Bowen (OK, TX, Central/Western AR, 
LA)
4151 Cobblers Ln
Dallas TX  75287
Tel: 972-381-1828
Fax: 972-381-1829
tom@fujiiassociates.com

Beth Chang (Western IA, NE, Eastern SD, KS)
2745 Bradfield Dr
Lincoln NE 68502
Tel: 402-476-6199
Fax: 800-537-2618
beth@fujiiassociates.com

Mark Fleeman (Chicago & Central/North IL, 
IN, KY, LA, Central WI)
161 Moorland
Valparaiso IN 46385
Tel: 219-476-0346
Fax: 219-476-4366
mark@fujiiassociates.com

Andrew Holcomb (Chicago, IL, Eastern MI, 
OH, Select WI)
3319 Alton Court
Ann Arbor MI 48105
Tel: 734-913-4310
Fax: 972-381-1829
andy@fujiiassociates.com

Jen Allen (Eastern AR, Central & Southern IL, 
Chicago, Eastern IA, MO, Kansas City)
5338 Elizabeth Ave.
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100 DISCOVERIES THAT CHANGED HISTORY 
The thoughts and deeds of great thinkers always make great stories, and here we have one hundred all together. 
Each story relates a ponderable, a weighty problem that became a discovery that changed the world.

Knowledge does not arrive fully formed, it requires many minds to puzzle over the evidence, and, step by step, 
edge ever closer to an answer. This book tracks the history of biology, where scientists have wondered at the great 
diversity of living things on Earth and set out to understand the most complex process in the Universe—life itself.  

The story of biology is closely entwined with the history we share with wildlife, domesticated species—and even 
mythical creatures. Once it was thought that the dolphin was a fi sh, that unicorns were real, and that simple 
animals formed from mud, but the work of biologists like Carl Linnaeus, Gregor Mendel, and Louis Pasteur  
transformed our understanding of life. Biology has shown that a DNA chemical in every cell contains the  
instructions to build a human body, and all life, from bacteria to blue whales, uses the same system. Biologists 
today explore everything from how life developed and is maintained, to robot design, artifi cial intelligence, and  
the exploration of space.
                                                                              A 12-page removable timeline embeds the story      
                                   in historical context 
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                • See who did what when at a glance

                   • Find out what other great events were 
            happening at the same time 

    •     Biographies tell the life stories of the great life scientists

Includes: Foldout Timeline with over 1,000 Milestone Facts
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Now we present 
Psychology

       This beautifully designed 
book deserves a spot in every 
life sciences collection. Whether 
browsed or read straight  
through, it will be an enjoyable 
selection for anyone interested 
in learning about scientific 
discoveries that changed the  
way we understand the world.

Library Journal  H Starred review verdict

Continuing success for our 
Ponderables series

‘

’

An essential guide to the 
mysteries of the human mind. 
A fully illustrated, authoritative 
reference book with fold-out 
timeline that explores the nature 
of thought itself, and highlights 
how great thinkers have found 
ways to examine our minds and 
our behavior.




